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Currencies of the Body
Deborah Bright
I am haunted by an abyss: a queasy no-man’s land between two kinds of
photographic spectacles of the body on view these days in New York.
Midtown, the International Center of Photography devoted a small gallery to
“Perfecting Mankind,” an exhibition documenting the uses of photography
in the service of human eugenics, or better breeding through science. Phototypologies from Nazi Germany delineating superior and degenerate racial
physiognomies raised few eyebrows -- after all, weren’t such abominations
swept away in a good war waged by a greatest generation? But adjoining
press pictures of the 1927 Kansas State Fair quickly undid such smug
assumptions. Along with blue ribbons for premium hogs and cherry pies,
prizes were awarded to the most “fit families” and “perfect babies” of the
American heartland whose physical characteristics matched the most
desirable types promoted by normative racist and nativist ideologies of the
day. This was not an American history we were taught in school.
Only a few months earlier, the New York Historical Society gave us
another photographic history lesson, even uglier this time. “Without
Sanctuary” comprised almost a century’s worth of privately collected photo
postcards, vernacular images, and local studio photographs of lynchings.
With numbing repetition, the bulk of these showed the hanged, charred and
mutilated corpses of African Americans, plus a few Hispanics and Jews,
lynched in the South and Midwest.
“Without Sanctuary” was also published as a sumptuous coffee-table
book by Twin Palms Press and it was this more permanent and privately
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consumable form of commodification that provoked questions. This was not
the first time Twin Palms had run into allegations of exploitation. The Santa
Fe-based art press gained earlier notoriety by publishing a luxury volume of
mug shots of stunned prisoners bound for Cambodia’s killing fields,
photographed by their Khmer Rouge captors at the notorious Tuol Sleng
prison. The Tuol Sleng photographs were exhibited at the Museum of
Modern Art, a context that troubled many visitors and provoked critical
debate.
Downtown, by contrast, Nan Goldin covered the walls of the
cavernous Matthew Marks gallery with her signature color photographs of
what has jokingly been called the “Family of Nan,” assorted bohemian
friends and fallen angels, some of whose names we know by now: Cookie,
Tabboo!, Brian, Siobhan, Jimmy, and, of course, Nan herself. Nearby at
Andrea Rosen, Wolfgang Tillmans, the recent Turner Prize winner,
exhibited his emblematic “scatter photographs” of people and places that
intersected his transnational Euro-gaze; a jumble of poignant fragments that
created a transient, disjunctive and cinematic mood in the gallery space.
Goldin and Tillmans (along with David Armstrong, Nick Wapplington,
Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Mark Morrisroe, Jack Pierson and Sam TaylorWood) fostered the dominant international style of 1990s art photography,
noirish quasi-documentary color photographs of subjects (usually twentysomething bohemians in their habitats) casually framed and lit so that they
appear to be caught by the camera in a spontaneous and emotionally charged
moment.
Of course these two genres, historical documents of atrocities and
what have been called “personal documentary” or “docu-simulationist” art
photographs, don’t account for the entire range of body photographs visible
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in galleries and exhibition halls at the turn of the twenty-first century. But
their undeniable currency and proximity in space and time raise provocative
questions. How do we make sense of the visual spectacles offered by these
two sorts of exhibitions? What do they tell us about ourselves and our
culture at this point in history?
Certainly, the two kinds of viewing experiences confront us with the
starkness of the conceptual chasm that separates the idealism that has
traditionally infused “concerned” documentary photography from the ironic,
arch, and often deeply pessimistic sensibility that permeates the
documentary simulations of the art photographers. The rationalist notion of
enlightenment-in-fact that undergirds the curatorial impulse behind
exhibitions such as “Without Sanctuary,” contrasts palpably with a deep
skepticism of the truth-value and moral efficacy of any photograph in our
image-saturated culture, no matter how well-intentioned its production and
presentation.
Since the Progressive Era, a quasi-prophetic calling to “bear witness
to the human condition” has been central to the documentary ethos. Liberal
documentary photographers from Lewis Hine to Sebastaio Salgado, along
with legions of picture editors and curators, occupied a stable and implicitly
privileged social platform from which to set forth their visions of the world
and its social relations. What has changed in our post(industrial/colonialist/modernist/masculinist) era, is that this identificatory
position and its assumed universality has become deeply suspect. Today’s
art photographer is more likely to transmit an intimate report from deep
within the territory of the “socially pathological” rather than standing apart
from it, pointing a camera-finger.
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The suspicion toward photography’s past claims to objective
reportage has had both salutary and problematic effects on photographic
consciousness in our time. On the one hand, it has encouraged us to peel
back the surfaces of optically recorded detail -- those surfaces which
formalist photo-aesthetics had privileged at the expense of all else -- and
take note of the historical operations of power and collective fantasy that
gave them shape and legibility in the first place. In the cases of the eugenics,
lynching and prison photographs, it would be unconscionable to ignore that
these images were made by particular historical subjects to garner political
consent among historical viewers about the body-objects depicted: that they
were fit or deviant specimens and that some form of social control was
warranted for violating the biological and social order, whether forced
sterilization or annihilation. The Kansas State Fair photographs were printed
in the newspapers alongside diatribes against racial mixing and college
textbooks routinely included photographs of “degenerate” human types until
after the second world war. Passed openly from hand to hand, the lynching
photographs were populist tokens of a primitive ritualized performance of
white supremacy, made to be sent through the mail, traded, and collected as
souvenirs. Furthermore, far from being the dead artifacts of yesteryear, our
current moment grants these exhibitions special resonance. The triumphant
mapping of the human genome has sparked renewed fears of eugenicist
mischief while the gruesome details of the Rodney King, James Byrd, Abner
Louima and Amadou Diallo beatings, torture and murders can be recognized
as part of a long and brutal history of racial terrorism in the U.S. and not as
freakish occurrences.
On the other hand, the 1990s “docu-simulationist” art photographers
often allude to the clarity and spontaneity of modernist documentary style
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(Frank, Winogrand, Eggleston) while overtly acknowledging the artificiality
and constructedness of their spectacles through elaborate staging, courting
self-conscious posing by their subjects, post-production digital editing,
quoting stylizations from the past, or, as with Tillmans and Jack Pierson,
revising the conventions of photographic installation. They present what
appear to be candid personal moments (making love, masturbating, fighting,
primping, urinating, cross-dressing, partying, hustling) as hypertheatricalized spectacles. Often enlarged to cinematic proportions and devoid
of anchoring text, the photographs function as disjunctive screens onto
which viewers are invited to project their own fantasies and identifications.
This depthlessness is what makes them so akin to their mass-market cousins:
fashion and advertising. By now, the seamless feedback loop among these
sign-systems (art, popular entertainment and fashion) has, in its own turn,
become numbingly reiterative. With few exceptions, the camera’s gaze is
self-conscious and image-conscious and uses every formal and semiotic
strategy available to keep its surface membrane intact. The photographs
simulate the look of cinematic predecessors such as The Chelsea Girls and
Trash. Familiar dramas starring tragic beautiful girls (Jean Seberg, Edie
Sedgwick) and doomed brilliant boys (Freddie Herko, Jimmie Dean) are
seductively replayed in moody hues.
But how did these “forests of signs,” initially anchored in a
postmodernist critical discourse formulated in the 1970s and 80s, become
resutured to the neo-romantic rhetoric of the artist’s “authentic” personal
feeling? Warhol was supposed to have hammered the last nail in this coffin
thirty-five years ago, but lo and behold, the auteur has risen, phoenix-like,
from Roland Barthes’ ash-heap.
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This is where postmodern cynicism, brewed in a climate of
conservative backlash, has left its problematic mark. A healthy skepticism of
master(ing) narratives from Kant to Marx and Freud (and Clement
Greenberg) has also leached into the soil of American individualism and
intellectual laziness a virulent strain of solipsistic relativism. If there is no
longer a singular “Story of Art,” then anybody’s version is as good as
another’s. The insidious corollary to this posits that in a supposed market
meritocracy, the “best” works will be judged “purely” on aesthetic merits as
emblematic of their time. Never mind that the entitlement to self-expression
in our society as a creative artist is more a matter of class privilege than
biological instinct. And never mind that the art commodities market, like the
fashion industry, is besotted with youth. It’s a lot easier to sell the cult of
precocious individual talent than critical visual literacy in a commercial
market whose very currency is coined in terms of the former.
In our current “post” moment, then, we are whipsawed by two
antithetical legacies of postmodernism. On the one hand, exhibitions such as
“Perfecting Mankind” and “Without Sanctuary” provide us with occasions to
view the photographs of eugenic science and racist terrorism as artifacts of
specific (and in these cases, deeply painful and disturbing) transactions
among historical photographers, photographed subjects, and viewerparticipants, then and now. On the other hand, the current generation of
“docu-simulationist” art photographers and their critical admirers brush off
such questions by regressing to a romantic symbolist view of the artist as a
privileged subject whose constructed photographic fictions express an
authentic personal feeling rather than a visual sign system given emotional
resonance and meaning by particular psychic and historical circumstances
and visual conventions for expressing these.
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As soon as photographs traverse racial, ethnic and class lines,
however, the game is up. Docu-simulationist photographers rarely venture
outside their own race and class milieus and when they do, as with Goldin’s
pictures of Bangkok bar boys, claims to insider identification seem
disingenuous, to say the least. As almost any undergraduate photography
student learns (often clumsily, alas, through peer critique in increasingly
multi-ethnic classrooms), if you want to point your camera down the social
ladder or at bodies-of-the-other, you’d better consider your motives for
doing so. The docu-simulationists are making one last break for the
vanishing paradise of interpretive innocence by trying to execute an end-run
around the dreaded “PC” quagmire. But instead of insulating them from
scrutiny, their repeated assertion of being “insiders” in the worlds they
photograph is tautological. Of course they’re insiders, but so are we. It’s just
that we don’t necessarily agree on what the photographs show.
What if we were to consider the genre of docu-simulationist art
photography as itself a social and psychic territory of images embedded in
history? What provisional and resonant truths might these kinds of
photographs offer up to viewers who share the cultural contexts in which
these images are produced and exhibited? How might we, as contemporary
viewers, become insiders on our own terms, if not necessarily on the terms
of the photographer and his or her curators and collectors?
Herewith, some speculations on some of the provisional truths these
images might yield. A dominant theme across much recent mainstream
cultural production in the U.S. has been the loss of a reliable sense of self
definition, and the resulting nostalgia for it. This loss is particularly
traumatic in our affluent consumer capitalist society, where lovability and
success are almost exclusively measured by one’s looks, wealth, and access
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to desirable social connections. What once offered to many a secure sense of
selfhood -- the assumed privileges of whiteness and masculinity; the
expectation that one would live better than one’s parents; the comfort of
stable and reliable familial, employment, and communal affiliations; the
feeling that one could make a real difference in the world with one’s life; the
sense that historical progress is linear and upwards -- has been violently
disrupted by new economic and global social arrangements.
In their own particular ways, the docu-simulationist art photographers
give poignant and vibrant visibility to their respective generational responses
to these conditions, including the ambivalent and charged relations between
and among the sexes; the attenuated and transient nature of intimate
relationships; the absence of cross-generational ties; consumer definition
through market niche or countercultural tribe; the pathologizing (both
internally and externally produced) of bodies not suited to the new order; the
vulnerability of beautiful white youth to premature death from AIDS or
drugs; the increasing corporate commodification of all aspects of daily life;
the weak bonds of civic responsibility in the electronic age; the privatizing
of the public and the publicizing of the private; the urge to bodily selftransformation as social signifier in the absence of other outlets; the reality
of psychic pain, dislocation and depression in a world of anti-depressants,
self-help hucksters, and large doses of denial; and -- on a brighter note -- the
small miracle (no longer the expected lifetime commitment) of discovering
love and intimacy with an/other, however ephemeral. It’s a world of vastly
diminished expectations that these photographers portray where striking a
pose, acquiring a tattoo -- or being photographed or videotaped -- can bring
a rush of temporary transcendence.
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When we survey the beaming faces of the white farm families at the
Kansas State Fair receiving their “fittest family” awards from the judges, or
take note of the grim satisfaction of the white men in shirtsleeves who
quickly drape a blanket over the lynching victim’s genitals (or their castrated
site) when they pose for the photographer, we know we’re inside a very
different psychic, political, and ethical landscape where a consumerist or
merely aesthetic response is impossible. For it is not just the nature of the
subject matter on display in these photographs – after all, shock images fuel
the art-world -- but the sober reflection demanded by their public exhibition
which calls into complicated question the desire to consume, collect, and
traffic in them. The art market, on the other hand, is organized to arouse
private aesthetic pleasure and stimulate luxury consumption. That such a
palpable psychic and material dissonance exists, for the moment, between
the conditions of reception established by these “midtown” and “downtown”
exhibitions – the source of my queasiness at the beginning of this essay –
ultimately demonstrates the efficiency of a commodities market in purging
what it considers extrinsic to its purposes.
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